Predictive Analytics for Fighting Fraud, Waste, and Abuse

Protect Your Programs
Increase your success rate in identifying and investigating fraud, waste, and abuse.

Government agencies today face the challenge of delivering expanded services with limited
resources. As a result, it’s increasingly important to minimize the amount of money lost to fraud,
waste, and abuse. Unfortunately, because of the scope and complexity of many government
programs, it’s all too easy for fraud, waste, and abuse to go undetected.

Predictive analytics can help improve your agency’s success rate and your efficiency in combating
these problems. Predictive analytics technologies enable you to “connect the dots” faster, to
anticipate and even prevent instances of fraud, waste, and abuse. Your agency’s investigators
gain insight that enables them to prioritize investigations and dedicate staff resources to the
cases most likely to lead to significant fines or recovery of funds. In the end, this makes more
money available for essential programs and services.

SPSS predictive analytics solutions analyze massive amounts of data with powerful techniques
that uncover subtle patterns and associations and identify anomalies. In contrast to rule-based
detection approaches, SPSS predictive solutions “learn” from the data, building models that
consider all the data elements and significant relationships. Such models remain useful, even
as patterns in the data change. You can also incorporate textual information from e-mails, call
center notes, agent reports, and other sources. The result? More comprehensive and current
models that detect which cases are most worth investigating.

A powerful weapon in combating fraud, waste, and abuse
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A state revenue department classiﬁes its larger business taxpayers as Priority
One, auditing each of them approximately once every four years. By taking
into account other factors in addition to total tax revenues, predictive analytics
solutions generated scores that identiﬁed additional audit candidates,
increasing both the average and the median amounts collected.
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Net Millions—Or More
Government agencies using SPSS solutions have gained millions—even billions—of dollars by using SPSS
predictive analytics solutions. You don’t need internal expertise in statistics or data mining to benefit from
these solutions. Consultants from SPSS or one of our business partners can assess your data and processes,
and then develop comprehensive solutions, as needed. Your staff can then implement these solutions. We
work with leading systems integrators—companies with a depth of experience not only in SPSS products but
also in applying them to meet particular agency challenges.
For example, one U.S. federal agency turned to Booz Allen Hamilton when it faced an increasing backlog of
collections. Booz Allen developed predictive models using Clementine®, SPSS’ data mining workbench. These
models enabled the agency to prioritize collections in a way that optimized the agency’s resources and
aligned its operations with its strategic goals.
The project resulted in an estimated $1.8 billion in additional revenue, representing a 600:1 first-year return
on investment for the agency.
“ Government agencies constantly have to make intelligent choices in order to fulfill their mission. This requires
them to apply limited resources to increasing workloads while increasing customer service levels,” said Booz
Allen Hamilton analyst Jill McCracken, PhD. “Our work with SPSS has demonstrated that predictive analytics
can be an effective method of providing clients with an immediate improvement in business results, even in
legacy system environments.”
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